
Your 
Bridal  Makeup
Guide



Meet Liv

Hi Lovely

I'm Liv and it's a pleasure to chat to you about your

wedding plans and get to know you and your loved

ones. I am an award winning makeup artist and I've

worked in loads of different parts of this industry over

the past 12 years including working on the set of

Vogue and Harpers Bazaar Magazines, for  big name

brands like Peter Alexander, General Pants, Westfield,

and I've had the pleasure of working with countless

brides and their bridal parties both locally and

overseas.  And this is what I have come to love more

than anything. The honour of being a part of

someone's wedding is something I truly cherish and

love to be a part of.  



 The moment I met Liv I knew that
makeup was in the BEST possible hands.
Liv took the time out to meet and trial my
vision and plans and was an absolute
delight to work with throughout the whole
process, from all the organising, to being a
absolute SAINT on the day, and even
acting as impromptu stress coach, fill in
hairdresser and provider of a much
needed sugar hit. I wouldn't hesitate to
highly recommend Liv Slee for Makeup,
She is driven and uniquely creative (and
funny) and am greatful we had someone
as professional and inspiring to help make
our day even more amazing than planned. 

Sophia, 
Sutton Forest



The most important thing for me
is that you look and feel your very
best. Whatever your chosen style,

my goal is to ensure you feel
every ounce of your vision and

walk down that isle with
confidence.

 
This process starts with a simple

email or phone call to have a chat
and get to know exactly what you
are after and how I can help you

achieve your dream wedding
goals.  

Your Day, Your Way





MAKEUP BY LIV SLEE
FOR OAK & EVE BEAUTY 

Today: Special





I think its important to know a little bit about
your makeup artist before booking in, after all,

we are there right through the morning
helping you prep for one of the most

meaningful days of your life. It's important
you feel good so I can make you feel even

better with your makeup on the day. 
 
 

My biggest goal is to make you feel confident
and like the very best version of yourself. This
means using cruelty free professional quality

products, being there when you need me and
focusing on you and your bridal party.  

 
Along side bridal makeup, I also own a beauty
salon and spa in Oak Flats, Oak & Eve Beauty,
where my amazing team can help you with

all your skin and beauty needs. 

A little InfoThings to know



LET ME BREAK IT DOWN
FOR YOU 

So what's

involved? 



Reach OutSay Hi

Your first step is to get in touch
with Liv. This might be through her
Salon, Oak  & Eve Beauty or jump
onto our social media, email or an

old fashion phoned call. 
 
 

What we need to know is:
 

Wedding Date
Location you're getting ready

How many people need makeup
Time you'd like to be ready by or

your ceremony time 
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Play TimeBook your trial
This is the most important part of your Bridal

Makeup Journey. Why? It's where all the
planning comes together off your Pinterest

board and into real life.  I recommend
booking 3-4 months out from your Big Day.

 
 

Some of my best tips are:
 

Be Honest, We want to know what you want
so that we can make you feel and look just

like you planned. 
 

Book your hair trial or a dress fitting the same
day so you can get a good idea of your

finished look
 

Go out! Use your makeup and dance the
night away. How else will you know if your

flawless self will look picture perfect after you
show off your best moves or not?

 
 

Something else to think about?
 

Your skin. Like any good painting, the canvas
makes all the difference And the difference is
that with good skin you will be able to choose

exactly what you want for makeup rather
than feeling like you have to make choices
based on your skin. But don't worry, we can

chat about this at your trial and see if there is
anything you want to work on.. 



The nest most important part of the trial is to
tell me what you loved and what you want to
change. Like any makeup, we start fresh on
the day so it's easy to make changes before

we start.  
 

Things to think about are:
 

Skin texture, feeling and longevity.
Things like did your foundation change at all?

Did it feel ok after it was on for a few hours,
are you feeling shiny or a little dry?

 
Colour. What you might have loved the idea
of, like your dream lippy, might not feel like
what you quite had in mind. Thats the best
part of a trial, we get to try it all out and see
what works and maybe what should be left

on the shelf. 
 

Take lots of photos! Full permission to be vain
and check our your reflection in every surface!

I mean it! How else will you be able to look
back and know what you love or what you
want to change if you dont have the proof

sitting in your pocket?  

The AfterglowSpill your thoughts





Getting SetBefore the day
Like any part of the puzzle, to make

everything fall into place, we want to get in
touch and help you feel as prepared as

possible, So Expect a call from me, Liv, or one
of the team to touch base and confirm all the

details. 
 
 

The little things that might have been
worrying you can be put to rest and before

you know it, you'll be saying "I Do"
And to do that with all your focus on the good

stuff, we make sure you are feeling relaxed
and confident in all things makeup.  





This is where the fun happens! I arrive about
15 minutes before our start time so we are

ready to go and keep your day running
smoothly. Usually this is before the hair

dresser but it depends on the bride’s
timetable and preferences. Then once we kick

off its all pampering and good girly fun until
its time to get dressed. 

 
 
 

I only book one wedding per day, so I don't
rush off. I'll be there for you every step of the

way 

Show TimeThe Big Day



Basically, whatever you want! Makeup is
different for everyone and no two faces are
ever the same so while I’m with you, I’m all

yours. 
 

False lashes are included and are my favourite
finishing touch for makeup. I’m particularly

fond of using individual lashes to customize a
lash to suit your eye-shape and makeup style. 

 
The only thing I don’t include is touch up

products but if you like, I can organize them
for you for the day, just like a personal

shopper would, but makeup! This is a good
option if you want one less thing on your list,
otherwise I supply all the info on everything

I’ve used for you to be able to purchase
anything you like from the brands I have used
for your makeup. I sell a very limited amount

of makeup but most items are available at
Myer, David Jones, Mecca or Sephora if you

want them. 
 

Pricing:
Makeup is $120 per person

Travel from Wollongong to Gerringong is free
of charge. Outside this area I will supply

details for your specific location. 
 

What's includedThe Nitty Gritty




